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Got an AK Parts Kit? This ebook shows you how to build it right!The AK-47 and its variants are

world-renowned for being simple, rugged and nearly indestructible. But if you wanted to build your

own Kalashnikov rifle there was no good single source of construction informationâ€”until now.This

new series dives deep into proven techniques of home-built AKs. Profusely illustrated with

numerous photos and diagrams, these manuals will show you exactly how to assemble your AK

parts kit step-by-step. Your build will go easy using our techniques, recommended tools, and

veteran builder tips/tricks...all with a critical focus on both safety & quality. The highly anticipated

Volume Two covers a full parts kit build, from receiver flat/shell or already complete receiver through

assembly, final fitting, and tuning. Alternate tools and methods are discussed throughout, as well as

steps for both the AKM, AK-74 models (and various other variants of each like Yugo models, and

the Krinkov). With over 240 images that make the procedures both clear and easy to

understand.Topics include: - Required build parts list - Recommended tools - Legal requirements -

Demilling of the parts kits - Bending the receiver flat - Fitting and riveting of front/rear trunnions -

Attaching and tuning the rails - Mounting the trigger guard - Headspacing - Receiver heat treatment

- Installing the furniture - Assembling the internals - and more...If you have been waiting for the

'definitive AK assembly guide' before building your AK, wait no more.Volume II continues the

journey, showing every step to complete your matching or newly populated AK parts kit into a

complete functional and safe rifle.About the AuthorsNICOROSHINicoroshi is a Northern California

AK builder, and member of the AK Team of CA.GUY MONTAGGuy is not a fireman, but is in the

publishing business. He was hooked on guns since his first experience with a .22 single shot

bolt-action at Boy Scout camp ( and earning his Rifle Marksmanship merit badge). A tinkerer and

workshop enthusiast, he enjoys shooting sports of many flavors.
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An overall must have reference for anyone who wants tech. details on building an AK style rifle be it

an AKM(AK 47) or AK 74. Although the only part i would modify would be when riveting the front

trunnion. They use a modified pair of bolt cutters to crush the rivets when in theory it would be better

to use a 12 ton press to crush the rivets straight down. Just my 2 cents but overall a great value

packed with tons of knowledge and insight. Would highly recommend to anyone interested in the

subject.

This book is great, I am a trained gunsmith and just needed a good perspective on this process

from someone who has done it correctly and could effectively communicate that, this book hit the

mark.

Completely detailed, meticulously explained. I couldn't ask for a better instructional guide to building

an AK. The step by step process is outlined extremely clearly and leaves no question unanswered.

Both Part ! & Part two of this series are well worth the price. The entire process is well defined along

with photos and references to sources for special tools which may enhance the quality of your end

product & simplify the process.

I already built a Bulgarian AK 47 before reading this great book. There is a lot of information on the

web on how to build an AK but having this book handy for referance is great. All the steps are

explained in easy to understand format. The photographs are clear and helpful to visualize certain

aspects of the build. The alternative techniques are described are an add benifit. To a home builder



on a budget to build thier own AK from a parts kit. I recommend it highly as a great reference to

builders.

Very well thought out series. It has every step involved in great detail. I would recommend you also

buy Volume 1, it has all the necessary to complete a barrel. A must if you plan on building your own

AK platforms.

I've been looking for this info for a while! Great book, and easy to follow. Answers all questions for

first time builders and possibly help more experienced builders smooth things out.

Tons of great tips, pictures and info. It's so well written it's like the author is sitting next to you

building it with you!
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